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We study evolving networks based on the Baraba´si-Albert scale-free network model with vertices
sensitive to overload breakdown. The load of a vertex is defined as the betweenness centrality of
the vertex. Two cases of load limitation are considered, corresponding to that the average number
of connections per vertex is increasing with the network’s size (“extrinsic communication activity”),
or that it is constant (“intrinsic communication activity”). Avalanche-like breakdowns for both load
limitations are observed. In order to avoid such avalanches we argue that the capacity of the vertices
has to grow with the size of the system. An interesting irregular dynamics of the formation of the
giant component (for the intrinsic communication activity case is also studied). Implications on the
growth of the Internet is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Natural and man-made systems for any kind of trans-
portation or communication often take the form of large
and sparse networks. Examples include neural net-
works [1], computer networks [2, 3], power grids [4], bio-
chemical networks [5], and so on. Apart from their inher-
ent randomness, these networks usually have some self-
induced structure, which influences the flowof transport
and robustness against congestion or breakdown in the
network. A very common and conspicuous structure
of many real-world networks is a power-law distribu-
tion of the degree (defined as the number of directly
connected neighbors of a vertex), or scale-freeness for
short [2, 3, 6, 7]. In practice, this means that a few ver-
tices are muchmore central in the network flow than the
others, and hence that the network is very sensitive to
failure of these important vertices [2, 8, 9]. A limited ca-
pacity of the vertices can pose a serious limitation on the
evolution of a growing network. This is especially seri-
ous for networkswith an emerging scale-freeness, where
the most loaded (and thus most important vertices) are
far more loaded (important) than average.
Avalanche of breakdowns through the network is a se-
rious threat when vertices are sensitive to overloading.
A recent example is the blackout of 11 US states and two
Canadian provinces on the 10th August 1996 [13]. This
and similar examples serve asmotivation for the studyof
how the extent and dynamics of the avalanches [10] are
dependent on the network structure. Of particular inter-
est is the overload breakdown problem in time evolving
networks—as the network structure changes the load is
redistributed, and if this is not accounted for it may trig-
ger a vertex breaking avalanche. In the present paperwe
propose a model for breakdowns triggered by changing
load in an evolving network. In this way the present
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work differs from earlier works on overload breakdown
avalanches taking a fixed network as the starting point:
Watts [11] modeled rare event cascades by letting indi-
viduals (vertices) change their behavior (a binary vari-
able) if a threshold fraction of their neighbors have done
that. Moreno, Go´mez, andPacheco investigated thefiber
bundle model [12] on scale-free networks.
To investigate the time evolution of networks with
an emerging power-law degree distribution sensitive
to overload, we use the standard model for such
networks—the Baraba´si-Albert (BA) model [14, 15], but
with a maximum load capacity assigned to each vertex.
The load is defined through the betweenness centrality
a centrality measure for communication and transport
flow in a network [16, 17]. If a vertex is overloaded, it
breaks down by becoming disconnected from its neigh-
bors.
II. DEFINITIONS
In the following, we consider networks as graphs
G = (V,E) where V is the set of vertices, and E is the
set of unweighted edges (unordered pairs of vertices).
Multiple edges between the same pair of vertices are not
allowed.
A. Growth: Baraba´si-Albert model of scale-free networks
The standard model for evolving networks with an
emerging power-law degree distribution is the Baraba´si-
Albert model. In this model, starting from m0 vertices
and no edges, one vertex with m edges is attached it-
eratively. The crucial ingredient is a biased selection
of what vertex to attach to, the so called “preferential
attachment”: In the process of adding edges, the proba-
bility Pu for a new vertex v to be attached to u is given
2by [20]
Pu =
ku + 1∑
w∈V(kw + 1)
, (1)
where ku is the degree of the vertex u. We measure
the time t as the total number of added edges, which
is different by factor m from Refs. [14, 15] where t is
measured by the number of added vertices.
B. Load and capacity
To assess the load on the vertices of a communication
network, or any network where contact between two
vertices are established through a path in the network, a
common choice is the betweenness centrality [16]: Let v
be a vertex in V, then the betweenness centrality CB(v) is
defined as
CB(v) =
∑
(w,w′)
σww′ (v)
σww′
, (2)
where the summation is over all pairs of vertices such
thatw , w′ andw,w′ , v, σww′ is the number of geodesics
(shortest paths) between w and w′, and σww′ (v) is the
number of geodesics between w and w′ that passes v.
The betweenness centrality thus measures how many
geodesics pass a certain vertex.
We below give a thorough motivation for the use of
the betweenness centrality Eq. (2) as a loadmeasure, and
introduce two cases of assigning maximum load to each
vertex. Suppose thatΛ is the set of pairs of vertices with
established communications through shortest paths at
a given instant [21]. Then let λ(v) denote the load of v
defined as the number of geodesics that pass through v.
If the pair (w,w′) ∈ Λ has many geodesics it contributes
to λ(v) with the fraction σww′ (v)/σww′ of the geodesics
that passes v. Since λ(v) is of course highly dependent
on the choice ofΛ, we assume the effective load to be the
average
〈λ(v)〉Ω = 1|Ω|
∑
Λ∈Ω
λ(v), (3)
where Ω is an ensemble of Λ (this is the assumption be-
hind most usage of the betweenness centrality, although
seldom stated explicitly). To proceed, we restrict Ω in
two ways, one termed extrinsic communication activity
(ECA) and the other one called intrinsic communication
activity (ICA):
ΩECA = {Λ : |Λ| = AECA(N − 1)(N − 2)}, (4a)
ΩICA = {Λ : |Λ| = AICA(N − 1)}, (4b)
where AECA and AICA are constants independent of
N. This means that an element of ΩECA is a set of
AECA(N − 1)(N − 2) pairs of distinct vertices chosen uni-
formly at random (similarly for ΩICA). In the first case
of ECA, Eq. (4a), the average number of connections to
a specific vertex is proportional to the system size N. In
the second case of ICA, Eq. (4b), the average number of
connections per vertex is constant. If we average λ(v)
over the respective ensembles we obtain
〈λ(v)〉ΩECA = 1|ΩECA|
∑
Λ∈ΩECA
∑
(w,w′)∈Λ
σww′ (v)
σww′
=
= AECA CB(v), (5a)
〈λ(v)〉ΩICA = 1|ΩICA|
∑
Λ∈ΩICA
∑
(w,w′)∈Λ
σww′ (v)
σww′
=
=
AICA
N − 2 CB(v) ≈
AICA
N
CB(v). (5b)
The results follow immediately from the definitions of
the ensembles in Eq. (4): ΩECA is defined so that a pair of
vertices (w,w′) occurs with a probability AECA; for ΩICA
the same probability is AICA/(N − 2).
Now we introduce a capacity, or maximum value,
λ(v)max on the load that is the same for every vertex.
FromEq. (5)we see that this is equivalent tohaving a con-
stant maximum betweenness CmaxB in the ECA case, and
to have a linearly growing CmaxB (N) = Nc
max
B in the ICA
case, where cmaxB is the parameter independent ofN [22].
If the load on a vertex v exceeds this assigned value of
maximum load, we consider the vertex v overloaded,
and all edges connecting to v are deleted. However, the
vertex v is not removed and is still a member of V and
can thus be connected to in the future. After removing
v’s edges, the load on other vertices might exceed the
maximum load, so we recalculate CB of all vertices and
remove edges of newly overloaded vertices. The above
procedure is iterated until no vertices are overloaded.
To furthermotivate the studyof the two casesECAand
ICA, we can consider the usage of a growing computer
network. As the network becomes larger the amount
of interesting information for a user becomes larger, so
this mechanism contributes to an average increase of the
others to communicatewith activity per user, an increase
proportional to N corresponds to the ECA case. Com-
municating takes time, and assuming the time a user is
willing to spend communicating restricts the number of
communicators to a constant we have the ICA case. In
reality both the above mechanisms are at work so one
can expect the real behavior to be found between the
ECA and ICA limits.
C. Quantities for measuring network functionality
To measure the network functionality we consider
three quantities, the number of edges L, inverse geodesic
length `−1, and the size of the largest connected sub-
graph S, all described in the following: For the origi-
nal BA model the number of edges increases linearly as
L(t) = t (note that one edge is added in unit time). But
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FIG. 1: The time evolution of S, L, and `−1 for a typical run
of the ECA case with CmaxB = 700 and m0/2 = m = 12. The
curves display S, L, and `−1 rescaled by their maximal values,
Smax = 159, Lmax = 1133, and `−1max = 0.2914. In the inset the
whole network at t = 5000 (except zero-degree vertices) is
shown.
if an overload breakdown occurs in the system L de-
creases, making it a suitable simplest-possible-measure
of the network functionality. In a functional network a
large portion of the vertices should have the possibility
to connect to each other. In percolation studies of ran-
dom networks one often uses S to define the system as
‘percolated’ (or functioning), when the size of the largest
connected subgraph S scales as N [23]. One of the char-
acteristic features of the BA model networks, as well as
many real-world communication networks, is an loga-
rithmically increasing average geodesic length `:
` ≡ 〈d(v,w)〉 ≡ 1
N(N − 1)
∑
v∈V
∑
w∈V\{v}
d(v,w) , (6)
where d(v,w) is the length of a geodesic between v and
w. As the average geodesic length is infinite when the
network is disconnected (as could be the case when an
overload breakdowns has occurred) we prefer studying
the average inverse geodesic length [24]:
`−1 ≡
〈
1
d(v,w)
〉
≡ 1
N(N − 1)
∑
v∈V
∑
w∈V\{v}
1
d(v,w)
, (7)
which has a finite value even for the disconnected graph
if one defines 1/d(v,w) = 0 in the case that no path con-
nects v and w.
III. EXTRINSIC COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY
A single run for the ECA load limit typically follows
the timedevelopment shown in Fig. 1. The systemgrows
exactly like the BA model until CB = CmaxB for some ver-
tex (this happens at t ≈ 840 in Fig. 1). In this initial stage,
the average inverse geodesic length approaches its max-
imumvalue very soon, and S and L grow linearly in time
as expected. After reaching its early maximum (t ≈ 300
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FIG. 2: Histograms for (a) thenormalizedbetweennessCB/CmaxB
and (b) the degree kv forCmaxB = 700 andm = m0/2 = 12 at times
t = 1000, t = 2000, and t = 5000.
in Fig. 1) `−1 starts to decrease slowly since the average
geodesic length increases in a connected growing net-
work. As the network evolves, more vertices are over-
loaded but those breakdowns of overloaded vertices in
this stage do not spread across the network but are soon
recovered without causing severe damage to the whole
network (840 . t . 2200 in Fig. 1). Finally, through a
series of avalanches the system breaks down into small
fragments of low average degree, characteristic for the
large-t steady state (this happens around t ≈ 2200 in
Fig. 1). Such a behavior has a natural explanation: In the
emerging scale-free network (for t . 1000 in Fig. 1) the
vertices with highest CB are also those with the highest
degree [9]—when breakdown occurs the average degree
decreases. But in a graphwith fewer edges the geodesics
must overlap to a larger extent, increasing the CB for less
central vertices as well. As long as only few vertices
are dominant the breakdown is limited to these top-end
vertices. When the average degree is low enough (so the
fraction of central vertices is high enough) the system
looses the large connected component and will never re-
cover. The large-t equilibrium is characterized by many
disconnected subgraphs of a low average degree. In a
chain-like subgraph of size s the maximal betweenness
is of the order ∼ s2/2. Accordingly, when a new vertex
joins two chain-like subgraphs of similar size the be-
tweenness will increase by a factor around four, which
in many cases is enough to cause a breakdown (in Fig. 1
the average time τ between breakdowns is τ ≈ 5.8 for
6000 ≤ t ≤ 7000).
From histograms of the betweenness and the aver-
age degree we can get another perspective on the break-
down. Figure 2 represents the same model parameters
as Fig. 1, but the histograms are sampled over 500 in-
dependent runs. At the earliest time t = 1000—around
the point when first vertex reaches the maximal load
(CmaxB = 700)—the betweenness distribution, as well as
the degree distribution, shows an emerging power-law
form. When vertices of high betweenness and degree
breakdown (so the average degree gets lower), the num-
ber of vertices with an intermediate betweenness in-
creases, as shown in Fig. 2(a) at t = 2000, close to the
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FIG. 3: A typical run of the BAmodel with random attachment
instead of preferential attachment. The parameter values are
thoseof Fig. 1. The curvesdisplayS, L, and `−1, rescaledby their
maximal values (Smax = 207, Lmax = 2030, and `−1max = 0.2929).
final fragmentation. After the final fragmentation has
occurred (t = 5000 in Fig. 2(a)), the network approaches
steady state and its structure does not change in time
significantly, and the fraction of vertices with larger CB
is reduced (compare t = 2000 and t = 5000 in Fig. 2(a)).
In Fig. 2(b), the change of the degree distribution in time
is displayed. With increasing t the maximum degree de-
creases, but characteristic to all configurations before the
final breakdown (at t = 5000 in Fig. 2(a)) is the existence
of a peak in the histograms at an intermediate kv.
If the preferential attachment in the BA model’s gen-
erative algorithm is replaced by a purely random se-
lection of vertices to attach to (i.e., Eq. (1) is replaced
by Pu = 1/N) the resultant network is known to have
an exponentially tailed degree distribution [15]. Apart
from probably being a relevant model for some evolving
networks with an emerging exponential degree distri-
bution, the randomly attaching BA model can serve as
a background for studying the effects of preferential at-
tachment.
Figure 3 shows a typical run with the same parame-
ter values as those of Fig. 1 but with random instead
of preferential attachment. Very large vertex break-
ing avalanches are known to occur in BA model net-
works under other load conditions (the fiber bundle
model [12]). Thus it is no surprise that the network
breaks down much faster when it is formed by prefer-
ential than random attachment. For example, the decay
from S˜ = 0.8 to S˜ = 0.2 occurs in the the time inter-
val ∆t ≈ 550 for random attachment in Fig. 3 whereas
∆t ≈ 190 is found for preferential attachment in Fig. 1.
The relative robustness from random attachment is also
consistent with the fact that Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER) [25]model
networks are more robust against vertex attack (most
harmful removal of vertices) than the BA model net-
works [9].
The BA model with random attachment is not equiv-
alent to the ER model in that all vertices of the former
(except the initial m0) have degree kv ≥ m. However,
the vertices of arbitrary large importance present in the
BA model with preferential attachment are—just as in
the ER model—gone when the attachment is random.
Thus, since both vertex attack and overload breakdown
FIG. 4: Them dependence of the time development of 〈S〉—the
average size of the largest connected subgraph for the ECA
case with CmaxB = 700, and m0 = 2m.
concern disabling the most important vertices, the sim-
ilarity in behaviors is of little surprise. The relative ro-
bustness of the networkswith randomattachment is also
reflected in the maximal values of S and L: Smax = 159
andLmax = 1133 in Fig. 1, in comparisonswithSmax = 207
and Lmax = 2030 in Fig. 3. A more interesting feature of
the BA model networks with random attachment is the
lack of the second regime discussed in the context of
Fig. 1, where the avalanche is limited and the network
is able to recover. When the attachment is random the
first avalanche almost always coincides with the maxi-
mum S (and L). Before the first avalanche some vertices
breaks without making other vertices overloaded. This
ability to recuperate (for the casewith the preferential at-
tachment) can be interpreted as follows: When the most
central vertex is overloaded and detached, the other ver-
tices are not more loaded than that they can share the
load of the additional geodesics. With random attach-
ment, once the first vertex breaks, the others are too close
in centrality to escape from being overloaded.
To investigate the m dependence of 〈S〉 we average
over more than 100 independent runs at various values
of m (the number of edge-addings for each new vertex).
With an increasing average degree, the load is split over
more vertices and thus the network becomes increas-
ingly robust (this effect is dominant for 1 ≤ m ≤ 20 in
Fig. 4). But at the same time, a largerm also means that a
vertex, in the process of adding isolated vertices to a con-
nected subgraph will get an increasingly high between-
ness. These two competing effects cause the maximum
of 〈S〉 at an intermediate m (m = 20 in Fig. 4). The min-
imum of 〈S〉 near m = 27 in Fig. 4 can be explained as
follows: When CmaxB = m(m − 1), a new vertex becomes
overloaded when it attaches its last edge, limiting S to
m− 1. In Fig. 4, this minimum occurs whenm = 27 since
m(m − 1) ≈ CmaxB (= 700).
5FIG. 5: Them dependence of the time development of 〈S〉—the
average size of the largest connected subgraph for the ICA case
with cmaxB = 5, and m0 = 2m.
IV. INTRINSIC COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY
Intrinsic communication activity (ICA), correspond-
ing to the case the average number of connections per
vertex is constant, is implemented through a linearly in-
creasingmaximumbetweenness loadCmaxB (t) = c
max
B N(t).
The m dependence of the time evolution in the ICA case
is shown in Fig. 5. Unlike the ECA case the maximum
load is m dependent (CmaxB = c
max
B N = c
max
B (m0 + t/m)),
which causes the increase of 〈S〉 for small and decreasing
m in Fig. 5. Just as in the ECA case the networks grown
with the ICA limit are most robust for an intermediatem
(with cmaxB = 5 as in Fig. 5 the most robust networks are
those with m = mmax ≈ 10). The mechanism behind this
seemingly similar behavior is, however, entirely differ-
ent from the ECA case. The avalanching breakdown fol-
lows the same pattern as the ECA case (shown in Fig. 1),
but not the decrease in performance for m > mmax: For
some runs a giant component (a connected subgraph
of the order of the whole system) fails to form, and the
network stays disconnected, similarly to the large-t equi-
librium of the ECA case. The frequency of runs where
no giant component is formed increases withm, causing
the decrease of network functionality form > mmax. Two
runs, one where a giant component is formed and one
where it is not, are shown in Fig. 6. As seen in Fig. 6(a),
the avalanche in the ICA case can be as dramatic as in the
ECA case. This is expected since the relative increase of
the maximum load, ∆CmaxB /C
max
B , during the avalanche
which lasts for ∆t, is given by ∆CmaxB /C
max
B ≈ ∆t/t, which
becomes very small as t increases. In other words, the
increase of the maximum load during the avalanche is
too slow to stop the global scale of breakdowns.
The existence of avalanche of breakdowns in the ECA
case appears to be inevitable due to the fixed maximum
load CmaxB : As the network becomes larger more vertices
are overloaded eventually, which leads to the situation
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FIG. 6: Two runs with the ICA load limit and parameter values
m = m0/2 = 12 and cmaxB = 5. In run (a) a giant component
forms, in (b) no giant component emerges. The curves displays
S, L, and `−1 rescaled by theirmaximal values in (a) (Smax = 876,
Lmax = 4354, and `−1max = 0.2170).
that less edges should hold increased loads. In the ICA
case, on the other hand, it is a very interesting question
that why there has to be an avalanche at all, or, why a
stable large connected component does not form. First
we note that for a connected graph∑
v∈V
CB(v) =
∑
w∈V\{v}
(d(v,w) − 1) = N(N − 1)(` − 1) , (8)
which yields
〈CB(v)〉 = (N − 1)(` − 1) ≤ max
v∈V CB(v) . (9)
Consequently, Eq. (9) implies that the load of the vertex
with the largest load in the network increases at least
as fast as approximately N` before the giant component
becomes unstable. Since the BA network is well known
to exhibit the small-world behavior that ` ∝ logN [14,
15], we conclude that in both ECA and ICA cases the
giant component becomes unstable asN becomes larger.
The above argument suggests that to avoid the overload
breakdowns the CmaxB should scale at least as N
a with
a > 1 and that if a ≤ 1 (e.g., a = 0 for ECA and a = 1
for ICA cases in this paper) the giant component should
break down as N becomes larger. If we map this back
to the original definition of load (see Sect. II B), we see
that even in the ICA case the capacity λ(v)max must grow
(to be precise it has to grow at least as Na−1, a > 1). If
the growth of the network is exponential in time (as has
been the case for the Internet [28]) the growth of the
server capacities also has to be exponential. Fortunately,
this has so far been the case.
Why does a giant component form only sometimes
in the ICA case? Is it a long chain of events or just a
singular attachment that establishes a giant component?
To understand this we need some kind of criterion for
a giant component to have formed. The basis of such a
criterion is that S scales like N (we choose that S should
growat least asN/2) over a certain interval. The problem
is now to fix the interval: The lower limit should be quite
high, so the systemhave time to form a giant component.
At the same time the upper limit must be set before the
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FIG. 7: (a) The fraction PGC of runs that forms a giant component when the network at time tstart equals that of Fig. 6 (a) and (b).
A giant component is said to have formed if the condition (10) is fulfilled, i.e., S > N/2 when 864 ≤ t ≤ 1728. (b) The network of
Fig. 6 (a) during the formation of a stable kernel 175 ≤ t ≤ 225 of many vertices sharing the load. (c) The network of Fig. 6 (b)
during the same time. Vertices of nonzero betweenness are indicated by filled circles. Vertices of zero degree are not displayed.
Graph drawing was aided by the Pajek package [26].
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FIG. 8: (a) The largest connected subgraph at t = 385 in Fig. 6 (a). (b) The largest connected subgraph at t = 10000 in Fig. 6 (b). (c)
shows scatter plot of betweenness vs degree in the graphs displayed in (a) and (b).
avalanching breakdowns occurs, and this time decreases
with decreasingm (see Fig. 5). As a trade-offwe say that
a giant component has formed if
S >
N
2
in the interval 3m0 ≤ N(t) ≤ 6m0 , (10)
where N(t) = m0 + t/m (and we choose m0 = 2m). Now
we can monitor the “basin of attraction” of the forma-
tion of a giant component in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the
fraction PGC of runs that forms a giant component when
the network at time tstart equals that of Fig. 6 (a) and (b).
From this we see that over a time of around ∆t = 50
the formation of a giant component goes from a prob-
ability PGC ≈ 0.3 to PGC ≈ 0.8; a favorable sequence of
attachments over ∆t = 50 is thus needed to form a sta-
ble kernel, or starting point, for the formation of a giant
component. The probability of a stable kernel to form
decays fast with t going from ∼ 20% to ∼ 1% during
the initial 500 time steps. In Fig. 7 (b) we can see the
formation of a stable kernel, that raises PGC from 0.3 to
0.8, whereas Fig. 7 (c) shows the same time evolution
in a case where no giant component forms. In the for-
mation of the stable kernel we see many attachments to
the connected component, and fewer attachments to iso-
lated vertices. This attachment to the existent connected
component works in favor of the establishment of a gi-
ant component in two ways: (1) The average degree of
the connected component is increased since both more
edges are included and less isolated vertices are joined.
This makes more possible geodesics and enables more
vertices to share the load. (2) The raise of average degree
increases the probability of attachment to the connected
component.
The reason why we do not observe any emerging gi-
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FIG. 9: The fraction PGC of runs that forms a giant component
for preferential and random attachment as a function ofm. The
decay of the preferential-attachment curve as m → 0 is due to
early avalanches (the increase of such for decreasing mmakes
the rule of thumb criterion Eq. 10 inapplicable for m < 5, thus
these are not shown).
ant components in the large-t limit is evident from Fig. 8.
In the large chain-like subgraphs (see Fig. 8(b)) domi-
nant in the large-t limit, there are many vertices of high
betweenness. Joining two such graphs gives a large in-
crease in betweenness to most vertices, as opposed to
Fig. 8(a)where an additional load can be shared bymany
vertices, and the much shorter average geodesic length
leads to a much lower total increase of CB. A stable ker-
nel is of course not forbidden to form, but the probability
of formation decreases with time (as seen in Fig. 7(a)).
Whether or not the probability of a stable kernel to form
as t → ∞ is less than one is an interesting open question.
To proceed we investigate the effect of preferential at-
tachment for the formation of a giant component. For the
random attachment case giant components form very
seldom, the reason is that the stable kernels are more
likely to form with preferential attachment, since then
attachment are done mainly to highly connected areas
which are likely starting points for a stable kernel. Fig-
ure 9 shows the probability of formation of a giant com-
ponent (by the condition Eq. (10)) for preferential and
random attachment. For growingm and random attach-
ment the probability of giant component formation PGC
is strictly decreasing. This can be understood sincemore
and more isolated vertices become connected as m in-
creases, thus leading to the time development seen in
Fig. 7 (c) and discussed above. For preferential attach-
ment the decrease occurs at m & 8. In the large m limit,
the probability of the momentary higher-than average
increase of the average degree needed for the formation
of a stable kernel decreases; thus the decrease for large
m.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used the BA model with the preferential at-
tachment and investigated the development of networks
where the vertices might break down due to overload.
The load was defined in terms of the betweenness cen-
trality by careful arguments. We considered two cases of
load limitation: One corresponding to that the average
number of connections per vertex is increasing with the
number of vertices of the network (the ECA case), and
onewhere the average number of connections per vertex
is constant (the ICA case).
We find that for both the ECA and ICA cases overload-
ingmay cause breakdown avalanches. At a critical point
these avalanches will fragment the network completely
and it will never recover. The mechanism is that the
vertices with the highest loads are also the vertices with
the highest degrees, and accordingly removing such ver-
tices will thus decrease the average degree mostly and
increase the betweenness on other vertices maximally.
In the large time equilibrium we find that the network
consists of many isolated chain-like clusters.
Even in the seemingly less restricted ICA case we find
that the network will eventually become fragmented,
and thus that for the network to be connected the capac-
ity of the vertices to relay connections have to increase
with the size of the network. Even if the congestion of
computer network traffic will result in a slowing down
of the servers, rather than a complete breakdown, we
anticipate that this will be a problem in the Internet if
the exponential increase of computer performance stalls
but not the growth of the number of Internet sites. Over-
flow control is implemented in many communication
networks, such as telecommunication networks [27] and
to some degree in large-scale Internet routing protocols
such as the Border Gateway Protocol [28]. We suppose
that these kind of overload control strategies can be op-
timized, and centers of potential overload be removed
by a careful study of the network geometry.
In the ICA case we find that a giant component not
necessarily forms every run, and that a particularly sta-
ble configuration has to be formed during a short period
of time to trigger the emergence of a giant component.
Furthermore, preferential attachment greatly increases
the probability of a giant component to form compared
to random connection. This might be a further explana-
tion to preferential attachment in natural systems such
as the metabolic networks discussed in Ref. [29].
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